
 



 

  

DETECTING FALLACIES 
Fallacies are claims that lack evidence and support. They weaken the speaker’s arguments due to their incorrect logic and 
mistaken beliefs. They either contain irrelevant points or unsound arguments which one should avoid and watch in the 
arguments of others. 
Kinds of Fallacies 

1. Ad Hominem – it is an argument that personally attacks the person (character, personality, past, etc.) rather than 
his or her own claims or arguments. 

e.g. “Don’t listen to what he says about medicine, he did not even take up a medical course.” 
2. Strawman Argument – it is an argument which associate the worst reasoning to the opponent’s claims or actions – 

distorting the opponent’s viewpoint then attacks that empty argument.  
e.g. Speaker 1: The budget of the health sector should be prioritized, not the budget of the defense. 
 Speaker 2: How could you! You want the nation to be defenseless! 

3. Appeal to Ignorance – these are fallacies based from daily conversations, news, issues, and politics; commonly 
argues that an argument is true for it hasn’t been proven false yet. 

e.g. “For a long time now, people have been trying to prove that heaven and hell exists, but no one has 
been able to prove it. Therefore, heaven and hell don’t exist.” 

 The argument tried to take into an advantage the lack of evidence for the claim about the truth of 
a conclusion. 

4. False Dichotomy – in this fallacy, the argument is set up as if the situation only has two choices, the arguer then 
crosses out one of the choices, making the opponent pick the choice the arguer wanted him or her to. 

e.g. “The building looks like it’s in a bad shape. Either we have it tear down and put up a new one, or 
continue to risks the safety of people who go in and out the building. Obviously, safety is more 
important, so we just tear down the building.” 

 The argument fails to mention the possibility of reconstructing or repairing the building, or 
finding alternative to protect those who come and go in the building. 

5. Slippery Slope Fallacy – it is an argument which presents that the arguer concludes a chain reaction, having it base 
that if premise 1 happens, it will eventually go to series of steps through 2, 3, ..., 8, 9, 10 which will also happen, 
equating 1 and 10. For 10 not to occur, 1 shall not be allowed to happen. 

e.g. If the Philippine government do not acquire vaccines for COVID-19, they won’t be able to lessen the 
cases in the country. They’ll lose their battle against COVID-19, and that will take a lot of lives, and 
the people will lose their trust in the government. 

6. Circular Argument – in this argument, instead of proving the argument presented and presenting back up claims, 
the argument will just be restated. 

e.g. “The use of drugs is against the law; I know it’s wrong because it is against the law.” 
7. Hasty Generalization – the conclusion presented lacks evidence or has biased evidence. 

e.g. Student 1: My class in Biological Science is hard. 
 Student 2: The one I’m in is hard, too. All Biological Science must be hard. 

The experiences of two people are not enough on which to base a conclusion. 
8. Red Herring Fallacy – it is a tactic wherein opposing arguments which presents key issues are avoided rather than 

being addressed; taking or switching the discussion away from the original argument or issue. 
e.g. You’re bringing up my disapproval to same sex marriage, but isn’t it just as important to talk about 

the issue about orphans. Did you know that I volunteer at an orphanage? 
9. Tu Quoque – whilst Ad hominem attacks the person itself, Tu Quoque argues that the opposing arguer actually 

performed the claims he or she is arguing, rendering the opponent’s argument to be rejected or not be listened to.  
e.g. My professor in college told us that having vices such as smoking and drinking alcohol is bad and 

has given a lot of good reasons. But I never accepted his argument because I saw him smoking and 
drinking a lot of times. 

10. Post hoc Fallacy – ‘after this, therefore because of this’; this fallacy is used when the arguer mistakes something for 
a cause because it came first but just because this came before that doesn’t mean this actually caused that.  

e.g. “Last night, I threw my trash in the vacant lot with a lot of trees, then I crashed my skateboard. 
Throwing trash at night and in trees associates bad luck.” 

11. Fallacy of Sunk Costs – it is a fallacy when the arguer thinks that because he or she invested so much in a certain 
project or task, it has to be continued and finished without actually considering the costs likely to incur by doing 
so. 

e.g. A woman believes that her relationship with her man isn’t working anymore and that it’s making 
them miserable. But she thinks that she has to stay with him because they’ve been together for six 
years now. 

 



  

12. Appeal to Authority – often this refers to irrelevant authorities – citing a physician when proving about psychiatry; 
meaning their expertise is in an irrelevant field. This fallacy misuses authorities by putting the inuendo that if an 
authority is involved or cited, it is always incorrect. 

e.g. “I believe that the earth is flat, as said by my father. My father has a PhD in geophysics.” 
13. Equivocation – this fallacy aims to use a word or phrase that will confuse or mislead the listener by looking like it is 

saying one thing but actually means something else. 
e.g. People who are taught Logic, argue more effectively. Sadly, people argue so much. Arguments 

shouldn’t be encouraged. 
14. Appeal to Pity – it is a fallacy where the arguer appeals to the compassion and sensitivity of others when in fact, 

these factors are strictly irrelevant to the argument. 
e.g. “Sir, I request for you to pass me on your class. I know that I am always absent in your class and 

turned in most of my tasks late, but you have to understand, I have a lot of family problems. My 
father is an alcoholic who used up our savings, my grandmother died recently, and we are all 
required to attend her funeral. We barely have financial capability, all the stress become more 
unbearable. Have some pity, my mother wants me to pass this year.” 

15. Bandwagon Fallacy – also called Ad populum, is an argument that aims to persuade an individual to think the same 
way by presenting how most people or groups of people think. 

e.g. People subscribe to yoga classes to help them cope up with their stress in their jobs. Seeing this, 
yoga can help us all calmer and peaceful. 

Formal Fallacies are fallacies occurring when the conclusion of the argument rejects or ignores the claims or premises 
presented. The pattern of the grounds presented may appear to be logical but is always wrong. This either makes the claims 
are untrue or that the argument is false. 
 e.g. Premise 1: Journal contains a daily record of events. 
  Premise 2: Diary contains a daily record of events. 
  Conclusion: All diaries are journals. 
 Both contains a daily record of events but journal records events relating to science and industry while diary 
records personal experiences and/or events. The two (2) premises are unrelated, thus makes the conclusion unjustifiable. 
The argument therefore is invalid – in particular, the given premises undermine the conclusion. 
Informal Fallacies have endless variations. These are fallacies that can be identified along with the premises. The claim or 
premise is not backed up by reasons of acceptance. Such premises or claims are often based on assumptions or contains 
irrelevant information that are either incorrect or invalid. 
 e.g. Premise 1: Water can put out fire. 

Premise 2: Oxygen is found in water. 
Conclusion: Therefore, oxygen can put out fire. 
The argument shown is invalid or shows an error in logic for something that is true for a whole (water) 

cannot be entirely true to its parts (oxygen). As for the argument, water does not only put out fire with just oxygen, 
making the second premise rejected. The argument therefore is invalid. 

Fallacies can be found in various literature, as such, speeches of President Rodrigo Duterte are infamous for being 
informal and uncensored. Last November 12, 2020, President Rodrigo Duterte aired a recorded speech on Typhoon 
Ulysses. From the speech transcribed by PCOO-PND (Presidential News Desk), the following statements show that 
fallacies are present in the speech. 
“Gusto ko. Kung sabihin mo lang as a concern for buhay o kapakanan, wala ako diyan. Gusto kong lumabas, gusto kong 
lumangoy. Matagal na ako hindi naligo eh. Kaya lang ayaw nitong mga sundalo. Sila ang ayaw gustong maligo ibig 
sabihin.” 

The statement shows the fallacy, Circular Argument, instead of directly explaining how the President is not able to 
come to the affected areas, he went around restating how he wanted to swim for not having taken a bath to soldiers not 
wanting him to. Saying that the soldiers didn’t want to take a bath. 
“So ganoon ho ang sitwasyon. It’s not that I am at a distance from you na may distansya ako ngayon sa inyo. Gusto kong 
pumunta doon, makipaglangoy nga sa inyo. Ang problema pinipigilan ako kasi raw ‘pag namatay ako, isa lang ang 
Presidente.” 
“So hindi na bale kung matamaan ako ng COVID-19. Kung makalusot ako, iku-kuwento ko na lang sa inyo ang na-
experience ko.” 

The statements above are examples of the fallacy, Appeal to Pity. Similar to the argument from the first statement, 
these statements are in lieu of the reasons why the President weren’t present along with Vice President during the typhoon. 
With these statements, he did not clearly state acceptable reasons but appeals to the nation’s emotions and sensitivity by 
saying that he is the President and his life is important and he was being prevented from going out. Additionally, with still 
the presence of COVID-19, he said that he’d rather be infected by the virus and survive so he will just share his experience.  



  

In conclusion, it may or may not be intentional, speakers are no exception to fallacies appearing in their 
corresponding arguments or speeches. It is best to take into consideration the words or phrases you are about to voice out 
and see to it that it is absent of the fallacies. 
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“A VISIT TO THE PHILIPPINES” by Sir John Bowring 
Summary with Insights 

Chapter VII: MANNERS AND SUPERSTITIONS OF THE PEOPLE. 
 Indian females have far more than the reasonable portion of domestic and social cares and far less than the 
enjoyments she shares. Barbarous practices are frequently associated with parturition. If a birth is delayed, it is believed 
to be caused by witches, and it is dispersed by exploding a gunpowder from a bamboo cane close to the head of the sufferer. 
The priests check and to some extent control these practices and also provide the baptism and registration of the child. 
Serving in the house of the father, a patriarchal custom, is not yet abolished in the Philippines. This custom leads to a lot of 
problems such as violations of vows and promises, illegitimate children, quarrels, and much misery. The friars are believed 
to be employed to protect the frail ones, but opposed to these kinds of issues. A friar said to the Indians that it is wrong to 
hurry a sacred ceremony such as that of a wedding. Let the parties consult the padre. There are also no instances that a 
Tagala woman made advances in the way of marriage, nor the parents looking for a bridegroom. The same friar shared a 
disbelief on the way natives call their children, and addressing a lot of people babe which is blameworthy and intolerable 
resulting to outbreaks of affection. 
 Indians preserve a common character in their houses, having bamboo floors, nipa roofs, and wooden pillars. Their 
beds being a mat which is used by the whole family. They also have a vague idea of distance. They also have an atag or 
bayani, in addition to tributo, which is a forty-day labor exacted every year. The Filipinos have a passion for gaming, such 
as the Panguingui, which is played with six pack of cards and a group of five to six. Hazard games re prohibited. A writer 
on the Philippines introduced cock-fighting, which became a known and favorite of the people. Another game, introduced 
by the Chinese, is the kite-flying and it became popular in the Philippines. In some suitable occasions, they sat down for a 
meal, drinking, speeches, music, and such festivity. In religious ceremonies, the Indian takes a busy part and actively 
cooperates. In Guimbal (Iloilo), you are waited on at a table by Indian female children, who are prettily dressed, and whose 
eyes are bright expressing curiosity. A few of the Indians went for priesthood but most of the they’re just asistentes to 
friars. Many of the friars complain that among the converted Indians, considering all the religious instruction given, the 
taint of idolatry still exists. There is a kind of ancestor worship which is seen in many ways. As a protection from evil beings, 
they hold onto their rosary. In order to find thieves and unbewitch bewitched people, witches and witchcraft are called in; 
but scapulars and saints are high - achievers in reversing the threatened or finished mischiefs. Rarely are Indian women 
seen without such religious ornaments. They've got coral rosaries or pearl charms, copper or gold stars, with Our Lady of 
Mexico or Guadalupe figures. Usually, the scapular is found hanging by the rosary. Bathala, to whom they credited the 
creation of the universe, was the ancient Indian word for God. Among the people, the remains of old idolatry remain, and 
the names of some of the idols are retained. 

There is a bird called Tigmamanoquin by the natives, and if this bird flies from right to left while they go to a 
festival, it is considered auspicious, but catastrophic if it flies from left to right. The Indians claim that at the birth o f a 
Christian child, a guardian angel is born, to whose special protection the baby is entrusted through life. 
In general, Indian women are clean in their people. The Filipinos' dress is plain enough. It consists of a shirt worn outside a 
pair of pants; but often the shirt is of great importance, woven from the piña, handsomely embroidered, and mainly of 
different colors, bright red. The dress of the Indians is nearly the same throughout the islands; the pantaloons of cotton or 



  

silk, white or striped with various colors, girded round the waist with a kerchief, whose folds serve for pockets, and a shirt 
over the pantaloons of cotton. Rice is an ordinary Indian meal. It cooks for half an hour, and is then called a canine. For a 
condiment, capsicum, or chile, is used. Several of the islands are home to an abundance of deer and wild boars. The Indians 
cultivate the meat of a dry venison (called tapa) and give it to the market in Manila. By fisheries, multitudes of Indians make 
their living. Native divers are also present. 

It is a part of the Filipino identity to believe superstitions, as well as to maintain manners appropriate for specific 
occasions. Superstitions are beliefs of the supernatural, or something that is associated to the unknown. In the chapter, not 
only did it mentioned about witchcrafts, a manhihilot, views on marriages, practices that are believed to drive out karmas 
or bad energies that bring misfortunes, and other practices that gives blessings and protection. These kinds of beliefs are 
still present and some people took it as a custom for them to practice and outspread their superstitions. Such superstitions 
include seeing a black cat means there is danger ahead or you're going to get misfortune; the beliefs of the beings like 
tikbalang, tiktik, witches, dwarves, and many more that are commonly seen now in movies; also, the beliefs in marriages, 
and the do's and don'ts in a wake. These are some of the examples of the beliefs that are still present. On the other hand, 
manners are ways people do things in a behave manner and are a way of respect not only to oneself, but to the people 
around. The chapter mentioned on how women dressed during the past as their manner of clothing, having variety of 
characters on their living, how a man should act in order to pursue the woman he loves, and many more. As such, Filipino, 
up to this day, are known for having a lot of manners, especially in occasions such as in their religious participations, 
parties, fiestas, dinners, and many more. The way they dress, the way they communicate, the way they act, these are all of 
the things you would witness change in an individual. It is not a shock as to how the Filipinos have these kinds of customs 
up until now, and how they still try to manage preserving what was practiced in the past. This shows that Filipinos are 
indeed patriots of their nation. 
Chapter XI: PUBLIC INSTRUCTION. 
 The Philippines had an unsatisfactory state of public instruction wherein provisions are changed only a little form 
those of the monkish ages. The University of St. Thomas consisted a thousand students, and professorships solely focused 
on theology, the canon and civil law, metaphysics and grammar; giving no attention to sciences, languages, nor 
educational reforms.  There are also colleges which had covenants for women where they are taught to live in modesty and 
to get married and propagate life. There is also a nautical school and an academy of painting, where Murillo or Velasquez 
are produced. 
 There are groups of veiled women wearing a dark mysterious costume, who visit different churches, which also 
meet the eye in the Manila especially on religious fiestas. There are different beaterios called Colegialas de los Beaterious 
in which women receive their education - some supported by foundations, others by voluntary contributions. These 
convents vary in rules where some never go out of the buildings, some visit churches with a guide of a “mother”, others are 
permitted to join their families for some reasons, and others participates in local or international social enjoyments. 
 There are different charitable institutions in Manila. After the Jesuits were expelled, they founded some important 
institutions such as the Hospital of San Juan de Dios, that of the San Jose de Cavite, and the rest for paupers and criminals. 
The Hospital of St. Lazarus, which was under the Franciscan friars, which was constructed for the natives, was enlarged, 
and consumed twice by fire. It was demolished in 1662 when Chinese pirates menace the capital. The inmates were removed 
and another hospital was built, but was destroyed in 1783 for helping in the English invasion. Before the existence of the 
Jesuits got extinct in the Philippines, they built the present edifice few years after. 
 The Public Instruction is a system of institutions and measures that ensures the education and upbringing of an 
individual in accordance to the interests and requirements of the society. It is through this chapter that I learned about the 
courses offered or focused in the past, the covenants for women, charitable institutions, and hospitals. All of these 
institutions are built for different purposes and they’re all similarly funded through donations and contributions. Up to 
this day, you can also identify charitable institutions here such as an orphanage, home for the aged, abandoned animals, 
and the like. There are also scholarships offered to students that are in need of financial support for their education. Some 
changes are also seen such as the requirements for you to be able to get support, the rules for scholars to maintain their 
scholarships, and other ways that refine the ways of public instruction. With this, I learned that there are things that don’t 
change but they are improved and progress is seen. 
Chapter XIII: LANGUAGES. 
 The Philippines has two most widely used languages, which are the Tagál and Bisayan. These two languages have 
their own variety of idioms in which inhabitants of other differents islands are not knowledgeable to one another. The 
known divisions are the dialects of Pampanga, Zambal, Pangasinan, Ilocos, Cagayan, Camarines, Batanes, and Chamorro 
– which derived from one of the two principal branches. A vocabulary of the Tagal, consisting of 11,000 terms, was printed 
in 1613 by Padre San Buenaventura, along with the folio Vocabulario by Fr. Domingo de los Santos in Sampaloc, Manila, 
1794. The Jesuit Fathers Juan de Noceda and Pedro de San Lucar corrected and arranged another Vocabulario de la Lengua 
Tagala and published it in Valladolid in 1832. The editor would have got rid of the task, but his blind obedience he owed 
compelled him to persevere. 



  

The word Tagála (also written as Tagál, Tagálo, or Tagáloc) is derived from Taga, a native of Majayjay. This 
language cannot be easily acquired. It took several years of residency for friars to preach in Tagál. Some difficulties faced 
are the blending of nouns and verbs into single world, tracing the roots, and the paucity of words requiring many meanings 
for the same sound. According to M. Mallat, the Tagál, if encouraged, can possess a literature worthy place in that of the 
European nations despite it being said to be so rude that it can never become the channel for communicating knowledge. A 
folio dictionary, written by Father Alonzo de Mentrida, was published in Manila, 1841. It is a folio dictionary of the Bisayan 
and Spanish language. The following year, Father Julian Martin’s “The Spanish and Bisayan” was published.  

There are neither cases, number, nor genders in the Tagál nouns. The verbs are not changed to personal pronouns 
but have infinitive, preterite, present, past, future, and imperative cases. The Tagáls employ a second person singular word 
icao or co, as a way to address one another, but with the word po, it becomes a form of respect. Another characteristic of 
the Tagal language is that it usually employs passive verb instead of the active verb. Repetitions of the same syllable are 
common both in the Tagál and Bisayan languages. They are not necessarily indicative of a plural form, but frequently 
denote sequence or continuation. Even though the language is remarkably poor, there is a wide variety of designation on 
certain objects. Unique as it gets, it also contains some Malayan, Chinese, and Spanish words that are mixed up in the 
language. This shows that it is gradually growing and living. 

The Tagal and Bisayan, both are considered as one, now called as the Filipino language. The two are now dialects of 
the Filipino language along with Ilocano, Pampanga, Chabaccano, Pangasinan, and other used dialects. From the chapter, 
some words are still maintained and most of the words are changed in terms of spelling. For example, from icao it became 
ikaw, zapato is now used as sapatos¸and many more. Some characteristics of the language that still remained are it 
bearing the second person pov, where it neither have genders, and focusing more on passive verbs over active verbs. As 
present days become more modernized, our language is also affected, some dialects turn out dead and worst extinct, some 
are on the verge of being dead, and some are continuously growing. A dead language means it is no longer growing, or no 
new words are being added and that it is not a native language spoken by any community. Some also are extinct. And these 
circumstances cannot be avoided, because as the nation progress, people move forward, and unfortunately, as they become 
modernized, they begin to completely forget or abandon their old ways along with their language.  

Data for Poster 1 (COVID-19 and Health Sector) 
Interview questionnaire to fill before the Health Promotion session. 

1. Do you think you know much about COVID-19?    ☐ Yes  ☐ No 
2. Do you know how COVID-19 started?     ☐ Yes  ☐ No 
3. Do you know much about mental health?    ☐ Yes  ☐ No 
4. Are you well-informed about mental health?    ☐ Yes  ☐ No 
5. Do you feel that the COVID-19 has an impact in your mental health? ☐ Yes  ☐ No 
6. What do you feel when you’re at work? ☐ Stress ☐ Anxious ☐ Burnout ☐ Fear 
7. Are you aware that the COVID-19 has an impact on your patients’ mental health?     

         ☐ Yes  ☐ No 
8. Do you and your patients feel socially isolated?   ☐ Yes  ☐ No 
9. Has any of your patients and/or colleagues showed stress or burnout?      

         ☐ Yes  ☐ No 
10. Have you ever thought that you have too much responsibilities? ☐ Yes  ☐ No 

Data for Poster 1 (COVID-19 and Health Sector) 
Interview questionnaire to fill after the Health Promotion session. 

1. After the session, how do you feel towards COVID 19? ☐ Stress ☐ Anxious ☐ Fear ☐ Well-Informed 
2. How do you feel about mental health?   ☐ Anxious ☐ Well-Informed 
3. Do you find the poster informative?    ☐ Yes  ☐ No 
4. What do you feel while reading the poster?   ☐ Enjoyed ☐ Anxious ☐ Calm 
5. Is the format accessible to you?    ☐ Yes  ☐ No 
6. Was the session useful to you?    ☐ Yes  ☐ No 
7. Do you think you’re more informed after the session? ☐ Yes  ☐ No 
8. Are you more aware now on mental health?   ☐ Yes  ☐ No 
9. Do you think mental health is important?   ☐ Yes  ☐ No 
Will you attend another health promotion after this?  ☐ Yes  ☐ No 



 

Data for Poster 2 (COVID-19 and Health Sector) 
Interview questionnaire to fill before the Health Promotion session. 

1. Do you think much of your well-being?     ☐ Yes  ☐ No 
2. How often do you check up on yourself?  ☐ Never ☐ Rarely ☐ Sometimes ☐ Always 
3. Do you feel lonesome?       ☐ Yes  ☐ No 
4. Are you well-informed about mental health?     ☐ Yes  ☐ No 
5. Do you think that your life has changed?     ☐ Yes  ☐ No 
6. Are you able to do some leisure activities from time to time?   ☐ Yes  ☐ No 
7. Have you been able to spend some time with your family and friends? ☐ Yes  ☐ No 
8. Do you feel anxious often than before?     ☐ Yes  ☐ No 
9. Do you have a good relationship with your patients?    ☐ Yes  ☐ No 
10. Have you tried making some time for yourself to relax?    ☐ Yes  ☐ No 

Data for Poster 2 (COVID-19 and Health Sector) 
Interview questionnaire to fill after the Health Promotion session. 

1. How do you feel after the Health promotion on taking care your well-being?     
 ☐ Well-informed ☐ Anxious ☐ Conscious ☐ Worried 

2. Do you find the poster informative?      ☐ Yes  ☐ No 
3. Do you think you are better informed after the session?   ☐ Yes  ☐ No 
4. Did the session made you feel empowered?     ☐ Yes  ☐ No 
5. Do you find the session useful?      ☐ Yes  ☐ No 
6. Is the format accessible to you?      ☐ Yes  ☐ No 
7. Have you thought of checking up on yourself more often than before? ☐ Yes  ☐ No 
8. Are you more attentive now on your mental health?    ☐ Yes  ☐ No 
9. Do you think your well-being is important?     ☐ Yes  ☐ No 
10. Will you attend another health promotion after this?   ☐ Yes  ☐ No 

The Road Less Traveled by M. Scott Peck 
Chapter II: LOVE 

 
 To love is to experience many emotions. It is a feeling that one yearns for to make them feel happy and vital. Love is 
the base for all relationships, may it be romantic, friendships, intimate, and family. Everyone wants to love and be loved, 
and one must make themselves able for love. But what does love means for M. Scott Peck? 
 
 If we love while expecting to be loved back, this is not going to work. We would let ourselves be dependent and 
greedy, and this is not true love, it is not genuine loving. It is important for us to become loving and disciplined by having 
ourselves grow and nurture ourselves along with others, without expecting something in return. Through this, we are able 
to became loving, and the feeling of being loved back, will find us, even if we have not sought for it. Do you know what true 
love brings? You are not only letting yourself grow, but also you extend yourself in helping others grow. So, it is important 
to start with self-love, for this is the premise for any growth. In loving oneself, we should long for continuous improvement, 
in which we allow ourselves to make necessary sacrifices for the sake of improving. If we love ourself, we are intolerable of 
situations, and people that make us feel unhappy, discontented, and unsatisfied. When you fail to love yourself, you fail to 
see your value, your worth, and you lose the motivation and energy to improve yourself. And when you lack self-love, you 
are likely to give in to quitting, worse to resort to masochism – accepting and believing that you deserve nothing, having 
set your standards very low. 
 
 Love is not simply a feeling, it is an investment, of time, attention, and sacrifices you do, for yourself and for others 
– moving towards the spiritual growth of one another. As Peck says in The Road Less Traveled, “Love is as love does.” In 
order for one to nurture true love, you must remember five important reminders; first, true love is not dependency – you 
must able to give, without expecting something in return; second, commitment – you must be committed because you will 
learn things about the other person that may bother you, and it won’t stop you from going out of your way for the other; 
third, attention – you must learn to decide when to help and offer assistance and when just to listen; fourth, courage – you 
should be courageous enough to put yourself at risk of losing one another and to sacrifice for the other; and lastly, balance 
– you should draw a line between helping others and having them walk the path they chose.  


